
HIM AUTOMATION 
SOLUTIONS
REDUCE YOUR HIM 
DEPARTMENT’S 
COSTS BY 50%.

GRM’s HIM Automation Solutions can help solve your department’s budget and staffing challenges. We deliver 
a suite of crucial HIPAA-compliant information management services that are an unbeatable combination of 
advanced technology and operational excellence. By employing VisualVault, our cloud-based content services 
platform and our expertly-trained staff, we automate the processes and manage the documents that your HIM 
department is inundated with on a daily basis–saving your staff time and reducing expenses by 50% or more.

CLINICAL DOCUMENT iFILING

HIM departments spend valuable time and resources sorting, scanning, and uploading patient documents. Once a document is uploaded, 
staff must manually input data into the correct fields in their EHR. This process is time consuming and prone to error.
 
Utilizing robotic process automation (RPA), our cloud based platform identifies, extracts, indexes, and uploads the proper patient data into the 
correct fields in your EHR allowing for the processing of patient records 24 hours a day.
  
With this process, HIM departments can effectively eliminate any backlog of patient medical records, reduce costs and allow you to redeploy 
medical staff to focus on patient care.

.

CHART RETRIEVAL

By employing our chart retrieval services, we can secure patient 
charts on your behalf. These services help your HIM department 
accommodate transfer of care requirements or related circumstances 
that require a secure exchange of medical information.
 
IInitiate the process by submitting a request via an Intelligent Form 
online. Once we secure the document, we process it through our 
online platform and then the Clinical Document iFiling takes over. 
 
YYour staff will no longer have to spend valuable time tracking, 
requesting and following up on medical records from other 
providers. This service saves hours of administrative work, allowing 
your HIM department to reduce costs and allocate staff to more 
high value tasks.

HEALTHCARE RELEASE OF INFORMATION

The Release of Information (ROI) process is highly regulated and can be 
a burden on an already understaffed HIM department. GRM’s platform 
delivers quick, efficient and nearly error-free ROI services. 
 
OOur platform is secure, HITECH and HIPAA-compliant. Its advanced 
capture and workflow automation functions are ideally-suited to deliver 
services that demand secure processes and automated extraction and 
organization of data. With simple integrations of EMRs, billing systems and 
imaging systems you can expect a smooth exchange and delivery of data.

grmdocumentmanagement.com  |  866-674-0626

•Lower labor costs
•Eliminate backlog of records
•Reduce errors
•Immediate access to data}
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